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Fe3O4 nanoparticles have received intensive attentions because of their unique 
magnetic behaviors and diverse properties in physics and chemistry. It has stimulated 
large interests on the construction of nanostructured materials by using Fe3O4 
nanoparticles as building blocks. Especially, using monodisperse nanocrystals to form 
long-range-ordered arrays has wide potential applications in photoelectron, energy 
conversion device and magnetic recording. The assemblies usually possess novel 
collective properties because of interparticle dipole-dipole and exchange interactions. 
The exploration of facile and low-cost preparation methods for the construction of 
nanoparticle assembly films has become an important research direction.   
In this thesis, we applied thermal decomposition method to synthesize 
monodisperse Fe3O4 nanoparticles with controllable sizes ranging from 5~13 nm by 
tuning different fatty compounds (as solvent and reductant), precursor concentration 
and oleic acid concentration (as surfactant). Studies have manifested that the 
nucleation and growth of nanoparticles is the function of temperature. Thus, size 
uniformity and spherical shape are mainly influenced by temperature fluctuation 
which controls reversible process of nucleation reaction. In addition, surfactant 
concentration is another key point to particle dispersion and observation of assembly 
morphology. Furthermore, the amount of long-chain ligand decides the success of 
ordering assembly. 
Depending on fully developed synthesis technology, uniform-sized nanoparticles 
with different sizes have been obtained for extensively fabricating regular assemblies. 
A liquid–air interfacial assembly approach was initially applied to establish 
long-range assembly film. Well-ordered patterns were successfully prepared through 
this method by optimizing experiment conditions. A close-packing space structure 
















analysis combining relevant measurements. As it is difficult to avoid breaking the film 
by mechanical force for interface assembly, a simple and wide-applied spin coating 
method was adopted to extend ordering area. After substrate modification on surface 
wettability, well-deposition and uniform-orientation assembly films were prepared 
with adjusting spin-casting parameters. Moreover, multiple testing methods were 
developed to simply and effectively discuss experimental results. Investigation was 
applied to explore the magnetic characteristics of monolayer and multilayers film. The 
results revealed room-temperature superparamagnetic properties for the assembled 
nanoparticle films, and indicted that the dipole-dipole interactions could be enhanced 
because of the ordering assembly. 
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